Our Ingenuities. Your Advantages.
Color that Lasts
The color and look of your fence should
compliment the natural beauty of the landscape
that you've worked so hard to achieve. In order
to maintain that beauty, every fence we make
is infused with our exclusive SolarGuard color
retention technology, which helps protect it
from the harmful rays of the sun.
Privacy & Strength
Our patent-pending GlideLock design makes
sure that each picket locks tightly into place
without any gaps. Not only does this provide
added seclusion and privacy for your yard, it
also helps your fence hold up better against
wind and other elements that can potentially
damage it. With ActiveYards® fences,
strength and security are all in the design.
Corigin
By using an innovative construction system
called Corigin, which connects the pickets
and rails from the inside out and fortifies the
core, we are able to produce fences that are
built to last longer and perform better than
other fencing options. This smart design also
removes the need for screws, which can
become rusty and loose over time.
Natural Beauty
The problem with traditional wood fencing
has always been that it requires continued
maintenance to keep from warping, cracking
and fading. Our Cambium technology gives
you all of the natural looking beauty of
real wood without the need for continued
upkeep and maintenance. And since all of
our Cambium fencing solutions come with a
transferable Limited Lifetime Warranty, you'll
never have to worry about expensive repairs.
It really is the best of both worlds!
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Privacy
Fencing solutions for life

Solutions

Dogwood

ActiveYards® is here to help! Whatever problem you're trying to solve, we have an entire
solution for you and a fence to match. Whether you are seeking privacy for or from your
environment, seeking protection for your prized possessions, completing the final touch
around your pool, or you're just looking to add a decorative curb appeal to enhance the
value of your home, ActiveYards has your solution.

Dogwood
Juniper

Dogwood

Arrowwood

Juniper

Moonstone
*Privacy panels can also be used
for all your pool, protection and
decorative fencing needs.

Series
HAVEN SERIES
HOME SERIES
HARBOR SERIES

Why ActiveYards®
We are the leading American manufacturer of low maintenance, lifetime
warranted fencing systems. We believe there is no reason to sacrifice
performance, beauty and style for function or price.

Colors Available:
Privacy Features
Alum. Deco.
Rail
Widths
Heights
Locking Boards
Rails Insert
6"
8'
4', 5', 6', 8' GlideLock™


Privacy
8'
6'
GlideLock™
7"
If seclusion
is what
you're
after, choose5.5"
from a variety of ActiveYards
styles
transform
White
Sand to Wicker
Cypress
6'
6'
Tongue & Groove

your yard into a personal sanctuary. Your private outdoor sanctuary should be just that:

All panels not availablePrivate.
in all series,
andfences
sizes. go together easily, locking tightly into place without any gaps.
Ourcolors
privacy
Cypress only available in 6x8 Haven Dogwood and Arrowwood.

From a basic "wall" to a decorative statement from our portfolio of styles and colors,
ActiveYards has it all.
All Haven and Home series privacy panels feature our
patent-pending GlideLock™ technology to make sure
all boards lock tightly into place without any gaps.

Solutions
It all starts with providing you a solution for your fencing need or desire.
This is exactly where you will start your shopping process with ActiveYards;
by selecting a solution among our Privacy, Protection, Pool or Decorative options.

Best
Dogwood

Better
Dogwood

Shop - Select - Install
We offer the freedom of choice from how you can shop for your fencing solution to the
actual installation. After you choose the style that best serves your need, we provide a
series of quality grades and designs to select from. And finally, you decide which installation option
best suits your project and budget.

Fencing solutions for life.
Whatever you decide, we will help you every step of the way. The result of the
choices you make will provide you with YOUR "fencing solution for life"!

Now that you have found the style that best suits
your preference and needs, you can choose
from three grades for the very same look with
slight variances in specifications resulting in
price points. ActiveYards has a fence for every
customer's budget. With our fencing series you
can now find the perfect fence for your yard and
your wallet.

Basic
Dogwood
Arrowwood

Juniper

Moonstone

Persimmon

tip

Dogwood

Series
HAVEN SERIES
HOME SERIES
HARBOR SERIES

Widths
8'
8'
6'

Arrowwood

Privacy Features
Heights
Locking Boards
4', 5', 6', 8' GlideLock™
6'
GlideLock™
6'
Tongue & Groove

Juniper

Rails
6"
7"
5.5"

Alum.
Insert

Deco.
Rail





Moonstone

Persimmon

Aspen

Gates are available to
match all panel styles

Colors Available:

White

Sand

Wicker

Cypress

All panels not available in all series, colors and sizes.
Cypress only available in 6x8 Haven Dogwood and Arrowwood.

Arrowwood

Best
Dogwood

Now that you have found the style that best suits
your preference and needs, you can choose
from three grades for the very same look with
slight variances in specifications resulting in
price points. ActiveYards has a fence for every
customer's budget. With our fencing series you
can now find the perfect fence for your yard and
your wallet.

Better
Dogwood

Basic
Dogwood
Aspen

Our Ingenuities. Your Advantages.
Color that Lasts
The color and look of your fence should
compliment the natural beauty of the landscape
that you've worked so hard to achieve. In order
to maintain that beauty, every fence we make
is infused with our exclusive SolarGuard color
retention technology, which helps protect it
from the harmful rays of the sun.
Privacy & Strength
Our patent-pending GlideLock design makes
sure that each picket locks tightly into place
without any gaps. Not only does this provide
added seclusion and privacy for your yard, it
also helps your fence hold up better against
wind and other elements that can potentially
damage it. With ActiveYards® fences,
strength and security are all in the design.
Corigin
By using an innovative construction system
called Corigin, which connects the pickets
and rails from the inside out and fortifies the
core, we are able to produce fences that are
built to last longer and perform better than
other fencing options. This smart design also
removes the need for screws, which can
become rusty and loose over time.
Natural Beauty
The problem with traditional wood fencing
has always been that it requires continued
maintenance to keep from warping, cracking
and fading. Our Cambium technology gives
you all of the natural looking beauty of
real wood without the need for continued
upkeep and maintenance. And since all of
our Cambium fencing solutions come with a
transferable Limited Lifetime Warranty, you'll
never have to worry about expensive repairs.
It really is the best of both worlds!
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